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$270,000

Escape to the secluded tranquility of 1474 Bald Ridge Road, a hidden gem nestled within 243 acres of pristine, untouched

native bush land. Accessible only by 4-wheel drive through a private right of carriage way, this property offers the

ultimate retreat for those seeking serenity and seclusion.- Embrace the rugged beauty of the landscape, where rolling hills

and dense foliage provide a picturesque backdrop for your private sanctuary.- With exclusive 4-wheel drive access, you'll

enjoy a sense of remoteness.- This expansive property presents an unparalleled canvas for your vision, whether you

aspire to build a secluded cabin, establish an eco-friendly retreat, or simply preserve the natural wonder surrounding you.

- The challenging access ensures your privacy, making this an ideal haven for nature enthusiasts and those seeking a

unique escape.- This extraordinary property spans 243 acres of pristine, untouched native bush land, offering a rare

opportunity to own a piece of nature's paradise.- Whether you dream of building a secluded retreat, establishing an

eco-friendly haven, or simply preserving the natural wonder, this property provides the canvas for your vision.- The

landscape invites exploration, with potential for hiking trails, wildlife observation, or simply enjoying the tranquillity of

the surroundings. - The property's location ensures privacy, yet it's conveniently accessible for those seeking a

harmonious blend of seclusion and convenience.- Permissibility of a dwelling STCADon't miss the chance to own a slice of

Bald Ridge's unspoiled beauty. Seize this rare opportunity to create your own haven on 1474 Bald Ridge Road, a haven

where the beauty of nature becomes your daily reality.$290,000Disclaimer:  All information contained herein is gathered

from sources we believe reliable.  We have no reason to doubt its accuracy, however, we cannot guarantee it.


